2020-2021
Winds Audition Packet
LINEA Arts was formed in the spring of 2019 by Jonathan Molina and Craig
Harris to offer high-quality winter ensembles to Arizona musicians looking to
learn and improve "Basic" skill sets for the activity
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Preamble
Welcome to the 2021 iteration of the Foreword Indoor Winds Program. This is the
inaugural year of the group and as a staff we are looking to find talented prospects
to help form the first of many great wind sections. The contents of this book include
our instructional philosophy, educational standards, technique and audition repertoire
for your instrument of choice. Please contact staff with any questions regarding the
audition process.
The contributing members to this book are Joel Domkus, Ian Hoffman, Nathan Lievre,
Zachary Lythgoe and Isac Sanchez. We hope to make clear the expectations of
prospective members and the skills that will be developed by our staff to better you as
a musician and individual.
Audio files of the audition material will be released two weeks before the audition
date in video format.

Entering Foreword’s’ first year, as a staff, our goal will be to provide performers with
an educational experience through professionalism and consistency. Consistency in
the form of rehearsal etiquette in conjunction with our expectations of the group and
professionalism by trusting each performer to execute their individual responsibilities
at the highest level. Our hope is to have a real world impact on each of our
performer’s lives through instilling discipline and accountability in their rehearsal
environment day in and day out. We are looking for goal oriented, committed, openminded and teachable individuals to fill the ranks of our wind section.
Work hard and good skill with your audition!
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Audition Information
Audition dates are November 3rd and 4th. These dates are fluid as the COVID-19
situation develops in the fall. Online educational opportunities such as master classes
with the staff will present themselves as we approach the audition dates. If you are
interested in hearing feedback from the staff feel free to submit a video for review by
your instrument specific tech. None of this will reflect on your audition placement.
Each prospective member will be auditioned in an individual and group setting. The
individual audition will include all of your repertoire and will be judged by a music
staff member as well as a visual staff member. The group audition will be an
observation of your attitude during exercises, towards the staff and other members
and your preparedness level coming into the camp (music memorized, choreo
learned, etc). You will be provided direct feedback by staff to build an understanding
of your strengths and weaknesses. This will also provide an opportunity to evaluate if
you believe Foreword is the right place for you. Prospective members offered a
contract need to realize you are making a season-long commitment to the
organization and your peers.
We aren't expecting perfection when you walk in the door. We are expecting 100%
effort and willingness to learn and grow. Your attitude will have more weight on our
decision than your playing and visual capabilities. Come in and show us what you
can do, not what you think we think you should be able to do.
Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
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A Comprehensive Guide to Playing Brasswind
Instruments
The breath is the first and most integral part of playing a
wind instrument. I mean, it's sort of in the name right?
Step one of taking a good breath in is to start with the
body. Stand up straight, relax the shoulders down and
back trying to touch your shoulder blades together and
expand the intercostal system by opening up your chest.
The intercostal system is the most important group of
muscles involved in playing your instrument. These
muscles are responsible for the inhalation and exhalation
of air. Relax these muscles as much as possible giving
yourself a “gut”. Open your mouth in an “O” shape,
focus on keeping the tongue low while allowing the
throat to stay open and unconstricted. Fill your lungs to
their maximum capacity.
The exhale is the
next step in the series of actions employed to
create sound on the instrument. Turn the air
around by tensing the intercostal muscles with
the help of the diaphragm (the muscle
underneath the lungs) to force the air out of
your lungs. You must control the flow and
volume of air with these muscles not with your
throat or mouth. For us brass players, this is also
how you will “compress” your air as you play in the upper register. Let the warm air
flow from your lungs, upwards in a solid column directly down the leadpipe to fill the
instrument and reach the intended target after exiting the bell.
Our sound must reach all facets of the performance space. While playing, you need
to think past the valves and the instrument and think about projecting your air column
to the farthest point in the room and filling the surrounding space with your sound. If
you’re not thinking past the bell then your sound won’t reach further than that. Even
while playing lower dynamics it is important to project the sound.
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Use the tongue to give purpose to the air. Acting as
the nozzle that controls the speed of the air when it
crosses over your aperture and creates sound. This
is achieved by utilizing the syllables Oh-Ah-Eh-AyHh while still keeping the jaw lowered (slightly
raising in the upper register). Tongue placement is
the determining factor in how you approach
playing in the upper register of your instrument.
Next in our air’s
journey is the
embouchure and
aperture.
The embouchure is the formation of muscles around
the lips known anatomically as the orbicularis oris
and buccinator muscles. The orbicularis oris is a
group of muscles in an ovular shape around the
mouth which is used to pucker the lips. The
buccinator is the muscle in each cheek which helps us
form expressions and is used to firm and loosen the corners of the embouchure.

The aperture is the football shaped point
created as the air is released through the
puckered lips. This is where the magic
happens and the buzz is created. The lip
formation that creates a good buzz is,
depending on what method you follow,
simple. The lips should not overlap, they
should be even. The lips should not roll in
over the teeth or out from the teeth. The corners of the lips should be firm. This should
not feel uncomfortable or forced and if it does, you need to reevaluate the steps to
see what you are doing wrong.
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The next step in the process
is our first external stimuli,
the mouthpiece. In specific,
it’s placement on the lips.
The mouthpiece should be
placed on the lips either
distributed evenly top to
bottom or ⅓ top to ⅔ bottom depending on the instrument, but nothing more. You
want to play in the “red of the lips”. This translates to playing with the lips in the cup
of the mouthpiece and having the mouthpiece either rest on the skin surrounding the
lips or on the exposed area of the lips depending on the size of your lips. In the
upper register the corners need to be firmed to “put more meat in the mouthpiece”
which just means putting more of your lips into the cup mouthpiece to create a more
violent buzz, thus raising the pitch.
Now, we’re getting into
actually playing the
instrument with defining
articulation or sometimes
referred to as the attack.
Articulating on a brass
instrument takes a delicate
approach and is easy to
overdo. The tongue should
act as a membrane to
control the release of air. It
also gives purpose to the
air and helps convey the
effect that is intended by the articulation marking as well as determining the note’s
placement in time. When articulating, on high brass instruments the tongue should
strike near the point where the teeth meet the roof of the mouth, immediately forming
the syllable needed to sustain the note. On a low brass instrument, the point of
articulation should be between the teeth with the same tongue placement. We use
articulation syllables to give initial shape and sound to our note.
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As the dynamic level increases, our articulation energy should decrease and vice
versa. If you are playing at a loud volume the notes should be separated less harshly
than a soft dynamic where there needs to be more diction to come across cleanly, but
we’ll cover dynamics further down.
By adding a T, D, K, etc. to the front end of our
articulation we can add a new dimension to our sound.
For example, it is very common in a hornline to use a
“Dah” articulation to play in the comfortable ranges of
the instrument. A “Tah” articulation is standard in many
ensembles as well, though the sound created is slightly
more abrasive. A “Ka” is utilized in multiple tonguing.
Every note has a beginning or attack, which we’ve covered, a middle or the sustain
and the end or release. The sustain of a note requires constant air, leading/building
to the release. It involves the bulk of the work we put into playing a note. As you can
see in the diagram above, the sustain is 99% of the note’s body. It is the determining
factor in conveying articulation markings
intention because it requires the most
adjustment to capture the sound. This is also
where we shape our notes. Attention to
detail doesn’t end when we land on a long
sustain, we can still find ways as musicians
to make it interesting so long as it is
musically appropriate and makes sense
within the context of what we are playing.
Finally, we have the release. The release, in my opinion, is the single most important
part of a note. The end of a note can make or break it. If the ending is
underachieved, it will leave a poor taste in the listener’s mouth or, in this case, their
“ear”. If the note “fizzles out”, so to speak, it can ruin the auditory experience. The
same can be said about a musical phrase. Akin to a sentence, if you mispronounce a
word while speaking to someone it may detract from the message you are trying to
get across to them. Likewise, if the release of a note in a phrase is underwhelming, it
may take away from the rest of what was “said”. To prevent this, we keep the air
flowing to the release of each note. At the end of phrases you may find it useful to
take a breath in to release the note up, into the silence. Never let the release “sag”.
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Now that we’ve established the foundational understanding of playing our instrument,
we can talk more about the musical aspects of playing.
Dynamics are important for
shaping and conveying
emotion. We use a scale of
1 to 8 to measure our
dynamic levels.
Pianississimo is abbreviated
as ppp up to fortississimo
or fff. In between we have
pp (pianissimo), p (piano),
mp (mezzo piano), mf
(mezzo forte), f (forte), ff
(fortissimo). We control
dynamics with our air
volume. The upper dynamic levels are used for creating excitement and impact. The
lower dynamic levels are used to draw the listener in as if you were whispering to
them. As a whole, dynamics are used to show contrast in phrasing and shaping.
Rhythmic interpretation is another liberty musicians
are given to make pieces feel like more their own.
In the ensemble setting it is at the conductor’s
discretion how their interpretation is implemented.
This also depends on the style of music being
performed. Before we can talk about interpreting
rhythm, we must first define it.
Rhythm is the placement of a sound (note) in a
system of time typically denoting duration and
occurrence. To accurately perform a rhythm the
performer must be counting in their head at all
times and understand the value of the notes they are playing. When we talk about
interpreting rhythm that means two things. How are you choosing to play the notes
and what tempo will you be taking them at? Tempo being the speed at which we
choose to play a piece, can be flexible. We can fluctuate the tempo during a passage
to add dramatic effect or to make it more manageable. This usually only works within
a larger overall musical context in the piece.
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Music isn’t as black and white as you may
think and being a good musician doesn’t
always mean just playing what’s on the page
correctly. It also means playing what’s not
on the page. As a musician, you should
strive to find the deeper meaning of music
and expression. This should be all of the
information needed for success in your
audition and to be up to date for brass
sectionals at the camp. Please read up and be prepared. I hope this will at least have
some positive impact on your playing moving forward.
-
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Ian Hoffman, Brass Specialist

EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS
GET MAD!
M- Motivated

Always driven and determined to improve.
A- Attentive

Focused on the task at hand and ready to receive and apply information.
D- Disciplined

Analytical and accountable of one’s actions.

OBJECTIVES
1. To improve performer’s understanding of their instrument and music itself.
2. Creating a sense of comradery and cooperation between members.
3. Inspiring self-expression and creativeness in a productive manner.

MATERIALS NEEDED
1. Instrument and gloves
2. Music binder (with music in sheet protectors)
3. Black towel (sized to instrument)
4. Water jug and backpack
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AUDITION REPERTOIRE
Prospective members are expected to be punctual and prepared for their audition. All
prospective members will be required to perform a lyrical and technical piece and
two movement-oriented exercises. The first being a box drill while playing the
provided excerpt. The other, adding choreography to a lip slur exercise. Auditionees
will be evaluated on elements such as on control, quality and consistency of sound,
articulation accuracy, dynamic contrast, technique, rhythmic understanding and
accuracy, and overall musicianship. The rubric looks as such:
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Flute
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
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Technical Excerpt or excerpt/etude of your choice:
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Clarinet
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low E to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
H. Klosé, selection from Celebrated Method for the Clarinet

Technical Excerpt or excerpt/etude of your choice:
32 Rose Etudes for Clarinet Etude No. 10 Allegro moderato
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Bass Clarinet
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
Weissenborn, Advanced Studies for Alto or Bass Clarinet No. 23:
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Technical Excerpt or excerpt/etude of your choice:
Weissenborn, Advanced Studies for Alto or Bass Clarinet No. 32:
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Alto Saxophone
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale

Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt

GMEA All-State Band Etude, Symphonic Band (Grades 11-12)
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Technical Excerpt

TMEA Middle School Regional Etude
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Tenor Saxophone
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale

Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt

GMEA All-State Band Etude, Symphonic Band (Grades 11-12)

\
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Technical Excerpt

ATSSB Region XIV Etude 1
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Baritone Saxophone
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale

Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt

GMEA Middle School All State Etude
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Technical Excerpt

GMEA Middle School Regional Etude
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Trumpet
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
Respighi, Ottorino. ‘The Pines of Rome II: Pines Near a Catacomb’:
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Technical Excerpt
Charlier, Théophile. Trente-six Études Transcendantes, De L’Articulation or
excerpt/etude of your choice:

Lead Excerpt (Optional)
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Mellophone
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
Schumann, Op. 70. Adagio and Allegro

Technical Excerpt
Segment of Bitsch Etude 5 to count 3 of measure 9 or excerpt/etude of your choice:
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Low Brass
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low F to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
Selected Studies for Trombone in D minor
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Technical Excerpt
or excerpt/etude of your choice:
Top Tone Trumpet Etudes, No. 3
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Tuba
PLAY AT YOUR TEMPO!!!
Chromatic Scale
Starting on low C to maximum range, perform a chromatic scale.
Lyrical Excerpt
Etude No. 1 from Voxman

Technical Excerpt
or excerpt/etude of your choice:
Hiddad Technical Etude
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